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ABSTRACT

This paper describes a method of reducing the transverse emittance dilution in linear colliders due to-.

transverse wakefields arising from misaligned wcelerator structures. The technique is a generalization of

the Wake-Free [5] correction algorithm. The structure errors are me~ured locally by varying the bunch

cha~ge and/or bunch length and measuring the change in the beam trajectory. The structure errors can

then be corrected by varying the trajectory or moving the structures. The results of simulations are

presented demonstrating the viability of the technique.
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1. Introduction

A number of e+e- linear colliders are being designed with center-of-mass energies from 0.5 to 1.5 TeV.

One of the major problems facing these designs is the preservation of the transverse emittance through

the multi-kilometer linear accelerators [1]. In the linacs, the magnets, accelerating structur=, and beam

position monitors (BPMs) are dl misaligned with respect to the ideal centerline and thus the beam is offset

in the magnets and the structures. This can lead to both dispersive errors and transverse wakefields which

dilute the projected transverse emittance and thereby reduce the collider’s

will discuss a new approach to aligning the accelerator structures.

In most designs, the magnets and structures must be aligned with an

luminosity. In this paper, we

accuracy on the order of mi-

crons [2]. This alignment would be extremely difficult to achieve and maintain with a mechanical alignment

system. [3] and thus a number of beam-bmed alignment procedures have been proposed to align the BPMs

and the quadruple magnets [4–8]. Th~e beam-b~ed procedures utilize information from the response

of the beam to changes in the strength of the quadruple magnets; the resulting alignment accuracy de-

pends upon the BPM resolution (reading-to-reading measurement jitter) and is insensitive to the initial

alignment [9].

Unfortunately, these techniques cannot be used to align the accelerating structures. At this tire=,

there are four approaches to the structure alignment: (1) extremely accurate mechanical alignment; (2)

dir~t me~urement of the dipole mode (transverse wakefield) excited by the beam in the structure; (3)

alignment by mechanically attaching a very accurate BPM to the structure; and (4) trajectory bumps,

tuned by emittance measurements, which correct the effect of the emittance dilutions. Although all of

these techniques will work at some level, it may be difficult to achieve the required accuracy and emittance

preservation. In this paper, we present an alternate method, first suggested in ref. [5], which is similar to

the beam-based alignment techniques for the quadruples. Although this technique will also be difficult

to implement, it is an alternate approah that is worthy of consideration.

Finally, we should note that there are two approaches to the correction of the emittance dilutions in

a linear accelerator: ‘(local” correction and “global” correction [1]. Because the wakefield dilutions are

conservative dilutions, we do not need to correct the structure errors locally; indeed, we only need to

correct the errors before the beam filaments (phme mixes). Thus, to correct an error at some point in

the linac, we can apply a correction a long distance away, separated by nm in betatron phase, based upon

direct me~urements of the bea-m emittance. The first three solutions to the cavity alignment problem are

local corrections, while the fourth solution is a global correction technique.
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A problem with the global correction is that the correction is less stable than if the sources of dilution

were corrected locally. One large effect, namely the dilution, is canceled with another, namely the correc-

t ion, and thus the rmulting emitt ante is very sensitive to the stability of the betatron phase advance. The

phase tivance sensitivity changes continuously as the klystron population and magnets fluctuate. Thus, it

is advantageous .to perform the correction locally; this is the emphwis in our paper. In the nefi sections,

we outline our technique and then present the results of simulations demonstrating the viability of the

approach.

2. Theory

Transverse wakefields result from the electr~magnetic interaction between the particle bunch and its

surroundings, namely, the acceleration structures. When a point charge travels off-~s in a structure, it

leaves behind a transverse wakefield that will deflect subsequent particles. Thus, when a beam travels

off-tis through an accelerating structure, the transverse wakefield deflects the tail of the beam. This

has two effects: it incre~es the projected emittance of the beam, and it deflects the beam centroid. The

centroid deflections can be used to determine the offsets of the structures relative to the beam.

In most designs, the magnitude of the deflections is very small, and thus one cannot detect the defle=”

tions directly; the wakefield deflections are mmked by kicks from the quadruples and the absolute BPM

alignment errors. Instead, to me~ure the structure misalignments, we vary the wakefield kicks induced by

the structures and then measure the resulting change in the trajectory. This me~urement is then limited

by the BPM resolution, the reading-t~reading me=urement jitter, which is usually much smaller than

the absolute alignment error. Furthermore, because numerous BPMs are located through the linac, this

me~urement provides lot-d information about the structure misalignments.

Finally, we correct for the structure alignment errors by either steering the trajectory or moving the

structures. If we correct for the structure misalignments by steering the trajectory, we must be careful not

to generate dispersive errors. This could be avoided by using non-dispersive bumps [10] or by combining

the steering with dispersive error correction. Directly moving the structure also avoids this problem; this

w= noted in ref [11] in which the author proposed

we would like to perform the corrections in a local

correct ion.
--

a global emittance correction scheme. As mentioned,

or quasi-local manner to improve the stability of the

In this section, we will present the equations of motion and describe the effect of BNS damping and

autoph~ing on the correction technique. We will then estimate the magnitude of the deflections and emit-
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tance dilutions, and, finally, we will describe the data measurement and analysis, and the implementation

of the correction procedures.

2.1 EQUATIONS OF MOTION AND AUTOPHASING

The transverse equation of motion for a particle in a high-energy linear accelerator can be written [12]

~~~(s):x(s; z, 6) + (1 – 6)K[z(s; z, 6) – Zq]= (1 – 6)G
7(S) ds

(1 - 6)NT0 ‘dz, m— II db’p(z’, b’)~~(S; Z – Z’)[Z(S; Z’, 6’) – Za] ,
70(s)

(2.1)

z —m

where s and z are the longitudinal position in the accelerator and in the bunch, respectively and 6 is

the relative energy deviation: 6 = (~(s) – To(s)) /~(s) << 1; note that the energy deviation is dso a

function of s and z. Next, K and G are the normalized focusing and bending functions: K(s) = fig

and G(s) = &BY, where p. is the design particle momentum and By is the vertical component of the

magnetic field. Finally, N and To are the number of particles and the classical electron rtiius, WL and p

are the transverse wakefield and the longitudinal distribution function for the particle bunch, and Xq and

Xa are the misali~ments of the quadruples and the accelerator structures. —=

Now, we can assume that the energy deviation and transverse wakefield are small and make a pertur-

bat~ve expansion similar to that ref. [13]: x(z) =X. + xl(z) +.... Further assuming that the acceleration

gradient is small, so that the distance required to double the beam ener~ is small compared to the betatron

wavelength, the equations for the first three terms in the expansion are:

x:+ Kxo=G+Kxq

x!(z) + Kxl(z) = –6(z)(G + Kxq) + 6( Z)KXo – (1 – 6(Z)) ~~~(Z) [Xo – Xa]
(2.2)

X;(Z) + KX2(Z) = 6( Z) KX1(Z) – (1 – 6(Z)) ~ I dz’p(z’)~l(z – Z’)XI(Z’) ,

z

where the wakefield inte~al in the equation for Z1 has been expressed as the function W1:

m

w~(z) = J dz’p(z’)~l(z – Z’) , (2.3)

z

since X. and Xa do not depend ~pon z. In the case of a gaussian bunch and a linear wakefield W1 (z) = W’z,

which is an excellent approximation for the short-range wakefield of a periodic structure, WI can be
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evaluated as

Wl(z) = :[z-erf(*)z-20z%’1”~ (2.4)

The solutions of eq. (2,2) are easily found in terms of the initial values and an integration of the driving

terms over the Greens function for the focusing structure of the linac:

s

Zo(s) = XO(SO)R1l(S, so) + z~(so)R12(s, so) +
I

ds’(G + Kzq)~12(s, S’)

so

s

J[ Nro
ZI(S, Z) = ds’ 6(G + ~zq) + f~~o – (1 – 8)—To wl(~o – Za)] ~12(s, s’) (2.5)

][
Nro

z2(s, z) = ds’ d~~l – (1 – 6)— J dz’p~lsl] ~12(s, S’) .
70

so z

Here, R1l and R12 are elements of the linear transport

R1l (s, so) term relates the position at s to the position

at s to the angle at so.

matrix for the

at so, and the

focusing structure of the linac; the

R12(s, so) term relates the position

-.

At this point, we need to describe the autophasing techniques [14-16] that are utilized in all of the

lines collider dwigns. Autophasing attempts to cancel the effect of the wakefield by varying the beam

energy or the focusing along the bunch. Specifically, a correlated energy deviation 8(z) or a variation in

the quadruple strength AK(z) is chosen so that the term [6(z)K – (1 – 6(z)) ~ W1 (z)] xo approximately

cancels. The energy deviation can be induced by running off the crest of the rf accelerating voltage or the

variation in quadruple focusing can be created using RFQs.

In the smooth approximation, where K and W1 are smooth functions of s, one can solve for a 6(z)

such that this term [6K — (1 — 6) ~ W1 (z)] is always zero. This will cancel all wakefield effects arising

from a betatron oscillation and the beam will oscillate coherently. Unfortunately, this local cancellation is

not possible [17] in the alternating gradient focusing structures used in high-energy machines. While the

wakefield W1 has a constant sign, an alternating-gradient focusing structure Usually contains a periodic

array of discrete focusing magnets with both positive and negative ~ values. Since the energy deviation

6(z) cannot be changed rapidly with s, at best one can adjust ~(z) to cancel the integral of this term.

Furthermore, since this cancell~tion depends upon the position Z. in the quadruples and the accelerator

sections, exact cancellation is only possible if Z.(s) is correlated from point to point. This is the case for
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a coherent betatron oscillation, but it is not true if the particle is steered or deflected by random errors as

is the case for a corrected trajectory or accelerator structure misalignments. Thus, while the autophasing

technique can cancel the wakefield effects due to a betatron oscillation, in first order, it h= no effect on

the dilutions arising from wakefields due to a corrected trajectory or those due to structure misalignments.

Regardless, .autophasing is very important because it prevents the wakefield dilutions due to the mis-

aligned structures from growing. In fact, with the autophasing ener~ spread, the dilutions are mtually

damped. To see this, we need to look at the second-order solution. Assuming the autophasing condition,

the second-order solution can be written:

m

JZ2(Z) M (1 – 8) W1(Z)Z1(Z) – (1 – 6) dz’p(z’)w~(z – Z’)zl(z’) , (2.6)

z

“ where “we have neglected the integrals over s and the R12. Further assuming that Z1 (z) is due to a

misaligned accelerator structure, then Z1 (z) u W1 (z)za and the second order solution is

‘2(z)Mza(1-’)[wl(z)2-rdz’~(z’)w1(z-z’)~l(z’)l 7
(2.7)

z —.

where the integral over Wl and W1 can be defined as W2 (z) in the same manner as eq. (2.3). In most

casw, W? >> W2; for example, =suming a gaussian bunch and a linearly incre~ing wakefield, W?(z)

is roughly six times larger than W2 (z). Thus, an autophasing-like cancellation does not occur. Instead,

the wakefield deflections are actually

damping regime [14, 18].

This damping of the ‘deflections

damped, much like the centroid oscillations are damped in the BNS

due to misaligned structures is illustrated in fig. 1 where we have

plotted the normalized amplitude of the beam centroid:

~J=;[+ (Y)2+ 2~(v)(Y’) + P(Y’)2], (2.8)

for two cases in the first tw~thirds of the SLAC 500–GeV center of m~s NLC design [19]; parameters are

listed in table 1. In the first cme (solid), the beam is initially offset by O.lag and oscillates down the linac.

In the second case (d~hes), one structure at the beginning of the linac is offset by 100 pm. The offset

structure deflects the tail of th~ beam, causing the beam centroid to oscillate. In both cases, the centroid

oscillat~ by roughly 107o of the beam size, but, in the first c~e, the oscillation does not damp rapidly
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because the beam isclose totheautoph~ing condition. Incontr~t, theoscillation dueto the wakefield

deflection is damped rapidly by the wakefields. In both c~es, the oscillation damps rapidly at the end of

the linac due to filamentation of the beam tails.

2.2 CENTROID DEFLECTIONS AND EMITTANCE DILUTION

Now, we can estimate the magnitude of the centroid deflections due to structure misalignments. Be-

cause the BNS damping will prevent growth of the induced oscillation, we will only consider the first-order

contribution. Using eq. (2.5), the deflection of the bunch centroid is @ven by:

m

6a = xaLa
I

Nro
dzp(z) ~wl(z)

—m (2.9)

Nro —
= x~ —WILa ,

70

where, La is the length of the accelerating structure. For a gaussian beam and linear wakefields, this is

equal to

(2.10)
—-

As mentioned, the deflections are typically small. For example, in the SLAC 500-GeV center of mass

NLC design, a 25– pm misalignment of a single 1.8–m structure at the beginning of the linac, where the

beam energy is 10 GeV, will lead to a O.15– pm oscillation. This is extremely small, roughly 15% of the

BPM resolution. For comparison, a 25-pm misalignment of a quadruple

linac would leti to a 10&pm oscillation.

Of course, a single misaligned structure does not generate significant

at the low energy end of the

emittance dilution. We can

use the first-order approtimat ion to estimate the emitt ante dilution that would arise from the structure

misalignments. For small dilutions, the first-order contribution to the emittance dilution is

(2.11)

which, for a gaussian bunch and linear wakefields, is approximately

-- L

where Oa is given by eq. (2.10). Thus, we would expect less than O.l% dilution from the previous example.
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Although the effect of a single structure is small, there are thousands of structures in each linac, and

the emittance dilution and the centroid deflection can become significant. Equation (2. 10) is useful in that

it relates the emittance dilution to the deflection of the beam centroid. For example, if we want to keep

the emitt ante dilution to less than 670, eq. (2.12) suggests that we need to limit the centroid deflections

due to the wakefields to the level of 0/4; in the SLAC NLC design, this is roughly 0.5 ~m.

2.3 MEASUREMENT

Because the wakefield deflections are so small, their effect on the trajectory will be m~ked by the

misalignments of the BPMs and deflections due to the mis~igned quadruples and the dipole correctors.

Thus, to measure the wakefield deflections, we measure the change in trajectory while changing the bunch

length or the bunch population. Of course, this difference trajectory is still very small, but, we can magnify

the effects by comparing the trajectories of a short low-current bunch with that of a bunch having a charge

and/or length much larger than nominal.

Idedly, we would like to make th=e changes without varying any other parameters of the bunch or

the machine. Unfortunately, the beam ener~ and energ spread and the autophasing condition all change

when either the bunch charge or the bunch length are varied. This has two principal effects: first, whm -

the beam energy varies, dispersive errors will cause centroid fluctuations that would m~k the effect of the

w&fields. Second, if the aut ophasing condition and BNS damping are lost, the beam will become more

sensitive to jitter, making it difficult to measure the change in trajectory due to the wakefields. “

It might be possible to vary the bunch parameters along with the RF voltage and phase in some

complicated manner, thereby preserving the beam energy and the autophasing condition, but this would

add to the operational complexity of the me~urements. The solution we adopted was to simply leave the

linac parameters fixed, allowing the beam ener~ and energy spread to vary, and to correct the dispersive

errors either during or prior to the correction.

This still leaves the problem of the autophasing condition and the jitter sensitivity. Fortunately,

assuming that most of the ener~ spread for autoph~ing is generated by the longitudin~ wakefield and

not the slope of accelerating rf, the jitter sensitivity is roughly independent of the beam current. For

example, in the SLAC NLC design, where the beam is accelerated 6° ahead of the rf crest, the jitter

sensitivity doubles when the beam charge is decreased by 8070 and decreases by a factor of two when
--

the beam charge is doubled; this occurs because the energy spread induced by

increases when the bunch charge increases. These remaining changes in jitter
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compensated by decre~ing the bunch length at lower currents and increasing the bunch len~h for higher

current beams.

Finally, we should note that the BPM resolution is typically a function of the beam charge. Usually,

it is possible

measurement

to calibrate the BPMs for different beam charges, but this may not be possible during a

sequence; the calibration would likely tid unacceptable systematicerrors.

2.4 CORRECTION ALGORITHM

As described, to solve for the structure misalignments, we me~ure a number of trajectories while

varying various beam parameters such m the charge and the bunch length between mexurements. In the

first-order approximation of eq. (2.5), these me~urements can be related to the structure offsets:

(2.13)% = ~ + ~+ A(N, az)Za .

Here, tio is the static BPM reading offset arising from the BPM misalignment and the non-zero trajectory

due to effects other than wakefields. In addition, ~is a stoch~tic vector representing the reading-t~reading

jitter on the BPM measurement and A is the linear matrix relating a structure offset to a position offset
-.

further down the linac.

To then make optimal use of this data, we utilize the Gauss-Markov theorem. This states that, given

data with a covariance matrix V:

(2.14)~j = (Z.ZZaj) – (~.i)(~aj) ,

and an unbiased matrix A relating the variables to the data, the minimum error in the solution is found

from:

In

a new

~ = (~V–l A)–l~V–l fi . (2.15)

practice,we do not solve for the individual structure misalignments. Instead, we solve for either

trajectory that will minimize the effect of the structure misalignments or we solve for the offsets

of a reduced set of structurw that-will cancel the effect of the other misalignments. When solving for

a new trajectory, we wsume that the memurement errors arise from the BPM alignment errors and the
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finite BPM r=olution (reading-to-reading jitter). In this c~e, the minimum-error solution is found by

minimizing:

(2.16)

where rni,j is the mewured position of the jth trajectory at the ith BPM, xa,j is the calculated position of

the jth trajectory at the ith BPM M a function of the dipole correctors, Arni,j,k is the rne~ured difference

between the ~th and ~th trajectories at the zth BPM, and AX2,j,k is the calculated difference between the

jth and kth trajectoria at the ith BPM, again ~ a function of the dipole correctors. Finally, OBPM is the

estimated misalignment of the BPMs and ares is the BPM resolution, the reading-t-reading jitter in the

BPM me=urement.

Alternately, when optimizing the position of a small set of structures, we are only concerned with

minimizing the difference between trajectories with different bunch lengths and/or charges. In this case,

we ~sume that the only error is due to the BPM resolution and thus we minimize:

(2.17)

—-

In both cases, we can estimate the matrix A, which relates either the dipole correctors or the structure

off=ts to the trajectories andyticdly, or we can me~ure the matrix directly. When the wakefields. are

relatively weak, A is straightforward to estimate theoretically, but when the wakefields are more important,

the linear calculations are no longer valid; the wakefields add significant non-linearity to the beam transport

and we suggest using me~urements to construct A.

3. Simulations

Tracking simulations were performed to test the correction technique on the SLAC 500-GeV center

of mass NLC linac [19]; parameters of the linac are listed in Table 1. The simulation program [20] was

written to track both single bunches and multi-bunch trains but in this study we only considered emittance

dilutions of a single bunch. In the simulations, the bunch w= divided longitudinally into ten slices and each

slice w= further subdivided into five mwro particles with different initial energies; thus, the longitudinal

phase space W* represented with 50 macro particles. The initial distribution of the bunch length and the

energy spread were =sumed to be gaussian with a maximum extent of +20Z. The rf accelerating field was
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resumed to be sinusoidal and the rf phme WM determined to optimize the autophasing condition. The

tracking included both the longitudinal and the transverse wakefields for the NLC structure. [21]

Although the bunch charge and bunch length are varied in the simulations, the amplitude and phme

of the accelerating voltage and the magnetic fields of the quadruple magnets and dipole correctors were

kept constmt. Thus, the beam energy and ener~ spread would vary because of the sinusoidd rf and the

longitudinal wakefields and the transverse focusing would vary because of the variation in beam energy.

Although this is not optimal for the correction procedure, it should make the operational implementation

simpler. Finally, we should note that we have ignored any dependence of the BPM rmolution on the beam

charge in the simulations.

3.1 CORRECTION OF MISALIGNED STRUCTURES

At first, to separate the wakefield effects from the dispersive effects, only accelerating structures were

misaligned; the quadruples and BPMs were aligned perfectly. For these simulations, the accelerating

structures were misaligned with errors having a gaussian distribution with o = 50pm and truncated at

+30, and the BPMs were ~sumed to have a resolution (reading-t~reading jitter) of a,.. = 1 pm.

As mentioned, we considered two methods of correction:

(a) Adjust the beam trajectory using dipole correctors,

(b) Move some of the accelerating structures.

In method (a), four trajectories with different bunch charge, bunch length, and quadruple strengths were

me~ured by BPMs located at the quads; the parameter values utilized are listed in table 2a. The strength

of the dipole co~rectors, located at the quadruples, were then Set to minimize x%,defined = eq. (2.16). In
the simulations, we used theoretical values for the transport matrices, and because the transfer matrix with

the energy spread and wakefields is not known exactly, the me~urements and the fitting were iterated

twice. For the fitting, the linac w= divided into eight sections and the fitting ww performed for each

section where the adj went sections overlapped slightly. In this c~e, the relative emittance growth wm

estimated m 13.6% from 100 different seeds. For comparison, before correcting the structures, the relative

emittance growth WN 170Y0, M found from 100 different distributions of errors.

In method (b), we moved accelerating structures instead of steering the trajectory. One structure

every three FODO cells, or every six quads, wm moved to minimize the X%, [eq. (2.17)]. The number

of moving structures was 103 wt of a total of 3622 structures. Three different trajectories with different

bunch charges and lengths, N listed in table 2b, were measured by BPMs located at the quadruples and
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the moving structures; other parameters were the same M for case (a). Here, we found an average relative

emittance growth of 8. l% from 100 different distributions of random errors; the simulation results are

summarized in table 3.

Finally, we studied the effectiveness of the technique versus the strength of the wakefield. The effective

strength of the transverse wakefield can be characterized by the centroid deflection eq. (2.10): Ax/xa =

~La~~l (z). Thus, the effective strength of the wakefield depends on the magnitude of the wakefield,

which is a function of the rf frequency and the aperture in the accelerating structures, the bunch length

and charge, the beam energy, and the transverse focusing. When the effective strength of the wakefield

is larger, the deflections are more e~ily me~ured and we can make smaller changes of the charge and/or

bunch length. Figure 2 is a plot of the emittance dilution versus the slope of transverse wake field W~

in the SLAC NLC linac for three c~es: no correction (solid), corrections changing both charge and

length (d=hes), and corrections changing only charge (dots); for reference, the NLC wakefield strength

is WI “= 7 x 1019V/C/m 3. The apparent kink at W’ = 20 x 1019 occurs because we re-optimized the

rf phase for autophasing, changing it from –6° to –4°. In all c~es, the results were averaged from 100

different sets of random structure misalignments with a = 50pm and the BPM ores = 1 pm. Finally, in the

strong wakefield c~es, we needed to divide the linac into 18 sections and iterate the fitting twice because

the wakefields seriously perturb the beam transport—alternately, one could measure the correction matrk -

elements directly, thereby improving the convergence. Notice that the correction is roughly independent

of the wakefield strength and can be very effective for designs with strong wakefields.

3.2 CORRECTION OF MISALIGNED STRUCTURES, QUADRUPLES, AND BPMs

At this point, we included alignment errors of the BPMs and quadruples, m well m alignment errors

of the structures, in the correction simulations. Again, two methods were studied:

(c)

(d)

Adjust the dipole correctors w in method (a), described in Section 3.1, to minimize both wakefield

and dispersive effects simultaneously.

First tijust the dipole correctors to minimize dispersive effect using low-current beams (DF correc-

tion [6]). Then, move the accelerating structures to minimize the

described in Section 3.1.

In the simulation for method (c), five trajectories were memured and

wakefield effects as in method (b)

the dipole correctors were set to

minimize x2, defined by eq. (2.16), in the same manner as method (a). The accelerating structures,

quadruple magnets, and BPMs were all independently misaligned with u = 50pm (truncated +30) and
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the resolution of the BPMs was ar.~ = 1.0pm. The linac was divided into eight sections and the fitting

w= iterated four times for each section. The relative emittance growth was estimated m 14.4% from the

average of 100 different sets of random errors; for comparison, the emittance grotih was 1660% after using

oneto-one trajectory correction.

In method (d), we first corrected the dispersive errors and then corrected the wakefield effects. In

the first step, the bunch charge was set to be 0.1 of nominal charge and DF trajectory correction [6] was

used to minimize the dispersive errors, i.e., three trajectories (see table 2d) were memured and the dipole

correctors were set to minimize X3 as defined by eq. (2.16). In the second step, we COrreCtedfor wakefield

effect using the same procedure M method (b). Three trajectories were me=ured and the accelerating

structures were moved to minimize the difference between the trajectories, i.e., we minimized X& [defined

by eq. (2.17)]. We used two iterations in the first step and one iteration in the second step. All other

- parameters were the same as for method (c). In this case, the relative emittance growth was estimated M

20% from the average of 100 different sets of random errors. The simulation results for the SLAC 50@ GeV

NLC design are summarized in table 3 where we have assumed a BPM resolution of ares = 1 pm.

Finally, fig. 3 illustrates the effectiveness of the correction technique versus the BPM resolution and the

magnitude of the misalignments for four cases: l-t~ 1 correction only (solid), method (d) with ores= 2.0pm

(dmhes), method (d) with o,., = l.Opm (dots), and method (d) with a,e. = 0.5pm (dmh-dot); the
—.

simulations with 2 100pm misalignments were performed using three times as many moving structures as

nodnal, i.e., 309 out of 3622. With 50-pm errors and one-to-one correction, the emittance dilution is over

1600%, while the wakefield correction techniques reduce the dilution to roughly 20%, assuming or,. = 1 pm.

Notice that the. wakefield correction is roughly independent of the magnitude of the misalignments, but

depends upon the BPM resolution.

4. Discussion

In this paper, we have described a new technique for correcting the effects of misaligned accelerator

structures. This is a beam-based technique where the effectiveness primarily depends upon the BPM reso-

lution (reading-t~reading jitter) and not the initial structure alignment. It is a straightforward extension

of the DF [6] and WF [5] techniques, which can be used to align the quadruple magnets, to the problem

of aligning the accelerating structures. Instead of studying the response of the beam to variations in the

quadruple strengths, to study ~he structure alignment, we suggest me~uring the trajectory w a function

of variations in the bunch length and/or intensity.
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Wehavediscussed the effect of thestructure misalignments on the beam when considering both the

wakefields and the energy spread required for autophasing. In the autophasing regime, betatron oscillations

due to rigid offsets of the beam will remain coherent and the normalized amplitude of the bunch centroid

will remain constant. In contrast, the oscillation due to a deflection that varies from head to tail, such

m that due to a transverse wakefields, will damp much like the bunch centroid of a uniform deflection is

damped in the BNS damping regime.

Neti, we outlined the me~urement process where we suggest varying both the charge and the bunch

length. In most designs, it is straightforward to increwe the bunch length. This can be done in the bunch

comprwsors with minimal impact on the other accelerator components [22]. Changing the beam charge is

more problematic since it will affect the upstream performance, which may cause variations in injection

into the linac; this needs to be investigated further.

There is an alternate measurement technique using the long-range transverse wakefield [23] that we

have not fully investigated. Here, one would use two bunches, and me~ure the change in trajectory as

the separation between the bunches is varied. Since the frequency of the dipole wakefield is roughly 1.5

times that of the accelerating mode, there are substantial variations in the deflecting force when changing

rf buckets. Such a technique would likely be emier to implement than varying the bunch charge.
—-

Findly, we have performed initial simulations to verify our technique for the 50@ GeV c.om. SLAC

NLC linear collider design. The results are summarized in table 3 and are encouraging. In addition, we

ha~ simulated the correction algorithm with stronger wakefields and found that, in this c~e, it is even

more effective at reducing the emittance dilution. Thus, we conclude the correction technique should

provide a method of reducing the emittance dilution due to misaligned accelerating structures, especially

when the wakefields are strong, and could prove to be a useful complement to the other structure alignment

techniques.
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5. Figures

1. Fig. 1. Normalized action of the beam centroid versus distance in the NLC linac for an injection

offset of the centroid go = O.10V (solid), and a single structure (dashes), misaligned by 100pm, at

the beginning of the linac.

2. Fig. 2. Emittance dilution versus wtiefield strength for three cmes: no correction (solid), correction

varying charge md bunch len~h (d~hes), and correction varying only charge (dots); in the SLAC

NLC design, W’ = 7 x 1019V/C/m3.

3. Fig. 3. Emittance dilution versus BPM resolution and misalignment magnitude for four c=es: one-

twone correction only (solid), method (d) with a.e~ = 2.0 pm (d~hes), method (d) with Or,. = 1.0pm

(dots), and method (d) with Or.s =0.5 pm (dmh dot).

6. Tables

Table 1. Parameters of the SLAC 500 GeV c.o.m. NLC design.

I Bunch charge 6.5 x 10ge+/e-

1 Bunch length OZ = 100 mm; truncated at +2aZ

I Initial energy spread UAEIE = 170; truncated at ~20AE/E

Initial energy 10 GeV

I Find energy 250 GeV

I Accelerating gradient 37 MeV/m

I if phase –6°

—.

I Initial @ functions D = 2.56m, F = 14.8m at 10 GeV I

Scaling of ~ with length proportional to m

FODO cells, phme advance/cell 90°

-.
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Table 2. Qutirupole strength, bunch charge, and length for trajectories.

Method ~ajectory Quad Strength Bunch Charge Bunch Length

1 1 1 1

(a) 2 1 0.2 1

3 1 1 2

4 0.85 1 1

1 1 1 1

(b) 2 1 0.2 1

3 1 1 2

1 1 1 1

(c) 2 1 0.2 1

3 1 1 2

4 0.85 1 1

1 1’ 0.1 1

(d-1) 2 0.85 0.1 1

3 1.15 0.1 1

1 1 1 1

(d-2) 2 1 0.2 1

3 1 1 2

- Table 3. 500 GeV SLAC NLC simulation results.

Method Quad. BPM Ace. Ae [%]

No Correction o 0 50pm 170

(a) o 0 50pm 14

(b) o 0 50pm 8

l-tol 50pm 50pm 50pm 1660

(c) 50pm 50pm 50pm 14

- -(d) 50pm 50pm 50pm 20

—.
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